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Life Pre-Intermediate IWB is an interactive whiteboard 
application that is intended for classrooms using the Life  
Pre-Intermediate Student’s Book. The application has  
been developed with the following aims in mind:

•   eraperp ot sdeen rehcaet a emit eht ecuder ot  
for each lesson

• naps noitnetta ’srenrael esaercni ot  
• �to save time during classroom tasks,  

e.g. drawing grammar tables on the board,  
checking students' answers, managing group 
activities such as games or collaborative 
tasks, etc.

•   etomorp ot stnemele aidemitlum tiolpxe ot  
active learning

•  gnisu lairetam eht no dnapxe ot srehcaet wolla ot  
the Content Creation Tool (CCT) provided.

This manual presents, the features of the application  
and the functions of your control panel. It also outlines 
the functions of the CCT. The teaching suggestions here 
represent only a fraction of the ways in which you can 
use this software, and you will find your own ways of  
presenting the material according to the needs of your  
class.

1 INTRODUCTION

INTRODUCTION



MINIMUM SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS

INSTALLING THE APPLICATION

GETTING STARTED2
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Windows

• Intel® Pentium® III processor (Pentium 4 recommended)
• Microsoft® Windows® XP Home, Professional, or Tablet 
              PC Edition with Service Pack 2 or 3, Windows Server® 
              2003, Windows Vista® Home Premium, Business, 
              Ultimate, or Enterprise (including 64-bit editions) with 
              Service Pack 1, or Windows 7
• 512MB of RAM (1GB recommended)
Macintosh

• Intel Core™ Duo or faster processor
• Mac Lion 10.7, Mac OS X v10.4, v10.5 or v10.6
• 512MB of RAM (1GB recommended)

 

GETTING STARTED

The application will run automatically when you insert the DVD ROM
in your system’s drive. Accept the installation. If your system 
displays security warnings that prompt you to confirm that you 
allow the installation, please do so.

If the installation does not start automatically, please follow 

To leave the application temporarily, please press ALT+TAB
(on a Windows system) or CMD + TAB (on a MAC OS system); 
alternatively, press ESC and minimize the application window.

these steps:

Windows:
1.  Go to START>My computer (Windows XP),  

or START>Computer (Windows Vista / 7).
2.  In the window that opens, locate your DVD  

drive. Right-click on the drive and select  
Explore.

3.  In the window that opens, locate the  
LifePreInt_Installer.exe (below) and 
double-click it..

Macintosh:
1.  Locate the file LifePreInt_Installer.app

(below) and execute it..

LifeInt_PreInstaller.exe

LifeInt_PreInstaller.app
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At the bottom of your screen or your IWB, you will find the  
application control panel.

 

The control panel is divided into two major sets of tools:  
the application tools (the upper strip of tools on the yellow
background) and the whiteboard tools (the lower strip of tools  
on the dark blue background). 
 
The application tools will help you navigate through units and 
tasks, display or hide answers to exercises, view videos,  
control audio, etc.

The whiteboard tools offer several whiteboard functions  
(pen, highlighter, zoom, etc.) and they may be used  
independently of any whiteboard manufacturer’s default set  
of tools. This ensures compatibility with all makes and models 
of interactive whiteboards, as well as providing a set of tools 
that are custom-made for the content of the Life Pre-Intermediate
application.  
 
The Content Creation Tool (CCT) will allow you to create your 
own tasks through a sub-application which is covered separately 
on pages 20–36 of this manual.

THE  CONTROL  PANEL3

Whiteboard tools

Application tools

THE  CONTROL PANEL

Content Creation Tool (CCT)
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You can see what each button does by guiding your mouse 

All the activities are centred so you can make notes using 
both margins on the screen. Some of the application tools 
(such as the “Main menu” navigation button) are available 
for the majority of the time. Other tools, such as the “Show 
audioscript” or “Show text” buttons, are only active when 
required for specific activities.
Available tools are shown in red. Tools which are inactive 
during an activity are greyed out.

 
pointer (either on your computer or on the whiteboard) over 
it and allowing it to rest there for a few seconds. Helpful 
hover boxes like the one below will appear.

The functions of the application tools are described on the 

Click on the small red exit button to close 
a video clip.

Click on the small red exit button to close 
an audioscript.

following page.

THE APPLICATION TOOLS

BACK
Go to  
previous  
task / page

NEXT
Go to  
next 
task / page

MAI N  
MENU
Return to  
main menu

ONE LEVEL UP
Go up one level 

SHOW VIDEO
Play video 
relevant to this 
task, click on 
the small red 
exit button to 
close video clip  

 
 

CHECK ALL
Display or hide all 
answers to the task 
being attempted

RESET
Restart this 
task

STOP  
AUDIO
Stop audio

PLAY AUDIO
Play audio
relevant to  
this task

PAUSE
Pause 
audio

SHOW
AUDIOSCRIPT
Show the audio 
tapescript. Click 
on the small red 
exit button to 
close audioscript

SHOW / HIDE TEXT
Display / Hide text that 
is relevant to the activity 
on the screen

Function is unavailable

Function is available

THE CONTROL PANEL

AUDIO PLAYER
Use to rewind and 
fast forward audio tracks
(available when audio is 
playing) 

SHOW  ALL
Show or hide 
all answers  

SHOW  GRAMMAR
Show or hide 
relevant grammar 
topics 



THE WHITEBOARD TOOLS  

The whiteboard tools are always available, and therefore 
may be used to create notes and perform other tasks on the  
application pages. A description of each tool can be found 
on pages 5–10.

Mouse Highlighter

Pen Text

Rubber &
Rubber thickness of screen page customization

Undo Zoom

Redo URL

Hide part
of screen annotations

Print Open
customization

Save

Clear 

Show part CCTCustomize

Pen - thickness and colour

Notes

Hide Toolbar

Note: Use the RETURN TO MOUSE MODE button to exit 
the annotation tools and return to using the main content at 
any time.

Click to access pen 
thickness selectionClick to access 

pen colour palette

Click to select pen colour

Click to select  
pen thickness

Highlighter - thickness and colour

Click to access highlighter 
pen thickness selectionClick to access 

highlighter  
colour palette

Click to select  
highlighter colour

Click to select 
highlighter 
thickness

Click to access highlighter tool1

Click to access pen tool1

5

THE CONTROL PANEL
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Text box functions

Click and drag on this 
bar to move the text box

Click and drag to create box2

Click to access text box tool1

Type here3

Select background colour

Increase/decrease font size

Select text colour

Bold

Bullet
Underline

Italic

THE CONTROL PANEL

Rubber

Select rubber thickness

Undo / redo 

Click to redo last 
undone action

Click to undo 
last action

Click to access rubber tool1

Zoom
Click to zoom out 
of centre of screen

Click to zoom into 
centre of screen

Click to select an area to zoom into.  
Then click and drag the zoom box.

Click to exit zoom mode

Click to access zoom tools1
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URL button

THE CONTROL PANEL

Click to access 
a URL address

1

Hide / show part of the screen

These two tools can be used to hide or show parts of 

Click to enter an active URL link. To delete a link you 
previously entered, erase it using the rubber function.

 
the screen.

Click to access Hide part 
of screen Tool

Click to access Show part 
of screen Tool

Clear annotations

Click to clear all 
notes on current page 
(can be undone).

Click and drag to create 
opaque box, then use red 
handlebars to adjust size

Click and drag to select 
area that will remain 
visible, then use red 
handlebars to adjust size

Use the rubber
function to erase

2
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Click to create a new page 
to go with the selected activity

Custom page counter Click to exit  
customization

Use the whiteboard  
tools to annotate  
the page

Click to add  
another page

Click to remove  
current page 

Use these buttons 
to navigate through 
pages

Print

Click to print 
current screen

Customize page

THE CONTROL PANEL

Save customization

Click to save customizations and notes1

Type filename or select file to replace2

Click SAVE to save the notes or  
CANCEL to exit without saving.

3
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Open customization

Click to open customizations and notes.1

Select a file and click on LOAD,  
or click on CANCEL to exit.

2

THE CONTROL PANEL

Notes exist / no notes indicator
This indicator is here to help you remember whether you 
have created customizations for a page. These may be  
annotations on the same page, in which case you see them 
as soon as you navigate to that page.

Notes may also be customizations, i.e. additional 
pages that you have created to go with a specific
activity. These will be available through the 
customize page function (page 8).  

In either case, the indicator will light up as in  
the graphic shown here. The indicator here  
shows that there are no annotations or   
customizations for this page.
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Return to Mouse mode

Use this button to exit the following modes:
• Pen 
• Highlighter
• Text
• Rubber
• Zoom
•  Hide / show part of screen and regain control  

of the main application tools (back, forward,  
reset etc.) as well as the functionalities within  
each task.

THE CONTROL PANEL

Hide toolbar

Use this button to hide the toolbar.

 
When the toolbar is hidden, the button changes and 
moves to the right side of the screen. Click it to  
make the toolbar reappear. 
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Display answer key
Click on the tick next to the question or individual item. 

There are two ways to check answers:

1.  Check answers one by one by clicking on  
the tick beside the question.

2.  Check all answers by clicking on the  
Check all button on the toolbar.

4 TASK INSTRUCTIONS

TASK INSTRUCTIONS
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Underline the answer
Click on answer choices to underline them. Click the Check 

evaluate answers. Check them one by one by clicking on
the tick beside the question.

all button to solve the exercise in one click, or to show and 

TASK INSTRUCTIONS
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Drag and drop
Drag and drop the lozenges into the correct place; correctly 
dragged items stay in place, incorrectly dragged items 

exercise in one click. Check them one by one by clicking 
on the tick beside the question. 

 
bounce back. Click on the Check all button to solve

TASK INSTRUCTIONS
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Multiple choice
Select the answer(s). Click the Check all button to solve 
the exercise in one click or to evaluate answers. Check them 
one by one by clicking on the tick next to the question.

TASK INSTRUCTIONS
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TASK INSTRUCTIONS

Reading Comprehension Activities
Click the Show text icon to view readings or pictures that 
are necessary to complete the activity. Click the Show text  
button again to return to the answer choices. Show answers
by clicking the Show all icon.
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Matching
Drag buttons to draw lines and match items correctly.  
Incorrectly dragged items will bounce back. Click on the 
Check all button to solve the exercise in one click. Check 
answers one by one by clicking on the tick beside the
question item.

TASK INSTRUCTIONS
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The following suggestions are only a small fraction of  
what you can do by combining the main application with  
the whiteboard tools; you will undoubtedly come up with 
your own ideas on how to use the application to help
your students.

1.  Creating your own “gap-fill” tasks 
You can use the pen tool to create additional gap-fill  
tasks.

5 TEACHING SUGGESTIONS

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS
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2.  Zoom and highlight important sections 
Combine the zoom and highlight tools to help learners 
focus their attention on important sections.

 

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS
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3.  Blank out images and / or words to create guesswork activities  
 Use the hide / show part of screen tools to create guesswork activities 

 

 

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS
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The Content Creation Tool (CCT) allows you to create your 
own tasks quickly and easily. The tasks you create are saved  
with the original activity, and are accessible with a single click.

6 USING THE CONTENT CREATION TOOL

The CCT button at the far right of the toolbar gives you  
access to two major functionalities:

1.  ADD TASK: This opens up the authoring interface 
so you can create a new task.

2.  EXTRA TASKS: This lets you access tasks you 
have already written.

You can use the CCT to create activities that are linked 

It is important that you click the 
correct half of the icon depending on 
the function you want to use: 
creating a new task or viewing tasks 
you have already created.

to a specific activity in the Life Pre-Intermediate IWB 
content or tasks that are available with menus and submenus
that you access before navigating to a particular item. 

CCT main authoring interface
When you click on the CCT button, the following submenu 
appears:

Add task

Extra tasks

NEW TASK 
Create a new task.

OPEN
Open a task you previously authored.

RUN
Execute the task you are currently authoring  
in order to test its functionality.

SAVE
Save the task you are currently authoring.

SAVE A COPY
Save a copy of the task you are currently  
authoring.
SHARE
Allows you to share the tasks you have  
made with colleagues.

USING THE CONTENT CREATION TOOL
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Creating a task
The following task types can be authored using the  
Life Pre-Intermediate IWB Content Creation Tool:

Each of these task templates seen at the top of your screen 
have several sub-types. The following pages show you how 
to create your own exercises using the CCT. 

1.  Multiple choice tasks 
Click NEW TASK, then click Multiple Choice.  
 
 
 

 
The multiple choice settings screen appears:

ABC tasks are typical multiple choice tasks.
Y/N/ANL (Answer not listed) tasks are multiple choice tasks in which 
students are asked to decide if a statement is correct (Y), incorrect (N),  
or there is not enough information to answer it (ANL) based on input from text.
Answer buttons create multiple choice tasks much like ABC,  
but the whole answer is clickable.

Choose the type of button  
you want.

You can make answer choices  
appear in random order by selecting  
this option (ABC and Answer  
buttons type only).

Select the type of exercise you want to create here.

Set scoring options here.  
To create a score for a task, select  
  GRAPHICS and/or PERCENTAGE

 depending on how you want the
 scoring displayed.

 

Click DONE to continue.

USING THE CONTENT CREATION TOOL
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Click inside this field and type your 
instruction line, e.g.– Choose A, B, 
C or D.

Click inside this field and type the 
desired name for your task, e.g.– 
Vocabulary - Jobs.

Click to add an item.

Click to clear all fields in this item.
Click to undo / redo an action.

Click to move this task 
up / down in the list of 
available tasks for this 
location. 

Click to delete this task. 
You will be asked for 
confirmation.

Click to display
information on sharing 
your tasks with colleagues. 
This information is also 
available on page 32 of 
this guide.

Click to add an image which will be 
available throughout your task. See 
page 33 for more details.

Click to add a sound which will be 
available throughout your task. See 
page 30 for more details.

Click to return to the settings screen.
Click to include one or more links 
with your task. These can be web 
links or links to a local location on 
your system

Click to type the stem of your  
question.

Type answer choices in these fields.

Indicate the correct answer choice 
by selecting the box next to it.

Click to navigate through 
items in this task.

Click to navigate  
through available  
tasks for this  
location.

Here is an example of a user-created Multiple Choice task.

USING THE CONTENT CREATION TOOL

.
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2. Drag and Drop tasks   
Click NEW TASK, then click Drag and Drop. 
 
 
 

 
The Drag and Drop settings screen appears.

Type inside these fields to create categories. You may 
create up to 6 categories. Click the OK button next to each 
field to enter the category, or the (-) button to delete it. 
Once a category has been entered it will appear in the blue 
CHOOSE CATEGORY field on the right.

Categories you have added in  
the TYPE CATEGORIES fields  
will appear here. Use the  
downward arrow next to the 
CHOOSE CATEGORY field to 
select a category, then add items  
to this category by typing into  
the TYPE ITEMS field and  
pressing OK.

This task creation engine produces  
a drag and drop task. If you wish, 
you may add sounds that will be 
played each time a correct or incorrect 
answer is given.

Here is an example of a user-created Drag and Drop task.

USING THE CONTENT CREATION TOOL
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3. D  ual Choice tasks 
Click NEW TASK, then click Dual Choice.  
 
 
 

 
The Dual Choice settings screen appears.

Choose the type of dual choice  
exercise here.
 
True / False tasks allow you  
to enter sentences which can  
then be evaluated as being true  
or false: 
 
Yes / No tasks work similarly 
to True / False tasks with small  
changes in style.
 
Underline tasks allow you to  
enter a sentence, a part of which  
is written in two ways – correctly  
and incorrectly. In this task type  
learners have to underline the  
correct word or phrase.

How to create a T / F task. 

Indicate correct answer by checking 
one of these boxes.

Type item here.

USING THE CONTENT CREATION TOOL
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How to create a Y / N task.

Indicate correct answer by checking 
one of these boxes.

Type item here.

How to create an underlining task. 

To create an item, type its four distinct elements  
(Beginning, Text 1, Text 2 and Ending) in the available 
spaces.  

Example:
 Ted and Mary is / are at the supermarket.

The second and third boxes are where the answer choices
should go. For example, in the example sentence below, 
is and are would go in the second and third boxes because 
those are the two options that students need to choose from. 
The first and last boxes are the fixed parts of the sentence
that guide students toward the correct answer.

USING THE CONTENT CREATION TOOL
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4.  Click and Solve tasks  
Click NEW TASK, then click CLICK AND SOLVE. 
 
 
 

 
Click and Solve tasks display a question on the screen, 
and the answer is displayed with one click.

Type question here.

Type answer here.

Here is an example of a user-created Click and Solve task:

USING CONTENT CREATION TOOL
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5.     Matching tasks 
You can create text-to-text and image-to-text matching 
tasks with the CCT. 
 
Click NEW TASK, then click Matching.  
 
 
 
  
In the SETTINGS screen, apart from having the usual 
scoring and correct / incorrect sound options, you can 
select whether you want to create a text-to-text, or text-
to-image task. You can include up to four pairs of items  
to be matched in one matching task.

USING THE CONTENT CREATION TOOL
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How to create a text-to-text matching task.

Type items to be matched in these  
fields. The application will jumble
the items automatically for use  
in the classroom. See page 33 for 
notes on accessing and using tasks 
in the classroom.

How to create a text-to-image matching task.

Upload image for each item.
See page 30 for more information  
about uploading images.

Type text to be matched to images
in these fields. The application will
jumble the items automatically for
use in the classroom.

USING THE CONTENT CREATION TOOL
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Navigate to the location of the image / sound and open  
it from the dialogue window.

You can preview sounds from the CCT using this button.

You can remove an uploaded image or sound using these  
buttons. This action can be undone.

Uploading images and audio
You can upload audio and image files from your computer 
to the CCT. The supported file types are jpg, png and gif 
for images, and mp3 and wav for sounds.

To upload an image / sound anywhere in the application, 
use these buttons.

USING CONTENT CREATION TOOL
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The remove image / sound buttons are only  
available when you have uploaded an image  
or sound.

When no image or sound has been uploaded, 
they appear greyed out.

Note: It is good practice to upload images and sounds that 
are reasonably sized and not larger than 10MB. The CCT 
will work with larger files, but the greater the size file the 
more demands it puts on your computer’s RAM and CPU.

Creating your own audio files
The CCT will work with all properly structured audio files. 
For your audio creation needs, the open-source and free-
to-use program Audacity is highly recommended. Audacity 
may be downloaded from http://audacity.sourceforge.net/.

About royalty–free audio files 
The CCT will play all correctly structured mp3 and wav
sounds, but it will not load sounds with incorrect sample 
rates. Therefore, some sounds freely available on the  
internet may not work. If you experience this, please  
try with a different file, preferably downloaded from  
a different website.

The CCT always displays thumbnails of images. Click on an 
image to enlarge it, then click it again to restore the thumbnail 
size. Please note that thumbnails might occasionally appear 
“cropped”; full-size images will display correctly.

USING THE CONTENT CREATION TOOL
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USING THE CONTENT CREATION TOOL

Using the LINK feature 
You can include up to four links to web pages or to locally 
stored  (e.g. videos) with the tasks you create. To do 
this, click on the LINK button next to the instruction line
field.
This will bring up the Enter Link(s) tool. Type your chosen
link(s) in the fields provided, then click Done.  

To link to a local  type  and then enter the path
to the folder where the  is contained and the  name, 
e.g., on a MacOS system

and on a PC system

If you are unsure about the file path, locate it, right-click it,   
select PROPERTIES and go to the DETAILS tab.
Scroll down until you see the field  “Path to folder”.
Copy the contents of that field  and paste them into the CCT
link field.  Place your cursor at the end of the path, and add 
the filename  with its extension.

Web links can be typed or copy-pasted into the  from 
your web browser URL address bar. 
Make sure that the URL address starts with http://
e.g. http://www.myaddress.com
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Preview, editing, saving & sharing a task
To preview a task to test its functionality, click on  
the RUN button: 

The CCT changes to preview mode, where you can 
check the functionality of your task. To go back to 
editing the task, click the EDIT button:

Click SAVE to save your task. To rename your task, 
please change its name in this field. 

Click SAVE A COPY to create a duplicate of your  
task and use it as a template to create a new one. 
The task will be saved with “Copy of...” in front of its 
current filename.

To share the tasks you have created with  
colleagues, or to simply use them on another  
machine, please follow these steps:

1. Go to DOCUMENTS.
2. Locate folder LifePreInt.CUSTOM
3. COPY the whole folder or OPEN it and  
 SELECT THE UNITS / LESSONS / TASKS   
 you wish to COPY.
4.  PASTE the content into your preferred  

storage device (floppy drive, external   
hard disk, etc.).

5. TRANSFER (COPY-PASTE) the content to   
 DOCUMENTS/LifePreInt.CUSTOM folder
 on any other computer that has Life   
 Pre-Intermediate IWB with CCT installed.  

USING THE CONTENT CREATION TOOL
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SECTION

Accessing and using a task in the classroom  
The CCT saves each activity you create so that it appears 
with the  Life Pre-Intermediate task you were viewing when 
you accessed the CCT.

Similarly, tasks you create on the Table of Contents (TOC)   
page will be available there, and tasks you create on subsequent  
menu pages will be available with the selected pages.

When you click Extra Tasks, the application displays a list 
of items you have created. Click on the task you want to   
use.

Tasks created  
will become  
available through  
this button.  

USING THE CONTENT CREATION TOOL
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Your activity is now ready to be used in class.

USING THE CONTENT CREATION TOOL
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